
The standard IV set

Meets all your routine fluid administration needs with
state-of-the-art technology and great value

Intrafix® Primeline Classic
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Meet today's challenges …

Unique center ring

Elastic pump chamber

Highly transparent
dome design

Large filter area

Clear, strong ISO spike

Screw-tight
lock fitting

Handy roller clamp

See-through tubing
150 cm in length

Intrafix® Primeline Classic – ergonomic in
design, enduring in tradition

The universal practicality of this classic in the Intrafix® line has
been proven billions of times worldwide. User-friendly core 
elements like the drip chamber and roller clamp enable secure
gripping and easy handling.

B. Braun's high-end production technology and unrivaled degree
of automation guarantee consistently dependable high quality.

Intrafix® Primeline Classic offers everything a standard 
IV administration set needs – perfect to the last detail.



… the well-established way

Ergonomically designed

Larger and longer than con-
ventional, this drip chamber is
ideally shaped to fit firmly in
your hand. Its center ring
ensures secure gripping. 
The soft, flexible lower pump
chamber enables one-click
fluid level setting. 

The fully transparent, dome-
shaped upper part allows a
quick drop rate check even 
in poor lighting. 

The large filter membrane
retains >15 μm particles. 

Pump drop detectors are 
easily attachable.

One spike fits all

The universal, vented spike fits
tightly on all container types.
Removal is just as smooth as
insertion. Fluid inlet and 
air outlet are separated at dif-
ferent levels to prevent inflow-
ing air from inadvertently
entering the fluid channel.

Instant drop speed adjustment

The large-dimensioned roller
clamp enables secure gripping. 
The spike holder is an added
feature that protectively cov-
ers the tip after use. 
The tubing can be hooked into
the side notch after priming
for stand-by procedures.

Universal and correct fit

Insert the connector tip, screw
in tightly with a quick twist.
Prevents inadvertent discon-
nection.

■ Secure gripping

■ Effortless and safe spiking

■ Swift setting

■ Easy monitoring

■ One-handed adjustment

User benefits

Solve the "spaghetti syndrome“

No tangling, thanks to the 
tubing's perfect length. 
Minimizes residual infusion 
fluid loss. 
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Choose your best Intrafix®option
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Specification Length of tubing Code No. (REF)Intrafix®

Primeline Classic 

Primeline Comfort

SafeSet 

Sales unit / Pcs.: 100

Basic 180 4063000

B.C.V. (with Back Check Valve) 180 4063001

N.T.P. (with Neutrapur, PVC-free) 180 4063002

Basic 230 4063003

Y-N.F. (with Y-site Needle-Free Valve) 210 4063004

I.S. (with Injection Site, with Grip Plate) 180 4063005

3-W.S.C. (with 3-Way Stopcock) 220 4063006

Basic 180 4062981L

PrimeStop 180 4062982L

B.C.V. (with Back Check Valve) 180 4063287

Basic 230 4060407

N.T.P. (with Neutrapur®, PVC-free) 180 4062191

I.S. (with Injection Site, without Grip Plate) 180 4062181

I.S. (with Injection Site, with Grip Plate) 180 4062182

Y-N.F. (with Y-site Needle-Free Valve) 180 4062158

Air-matic® 180 4063988

Air-matic® B.C.V. (with Back Check Valve) 180 4063783

Basic 150 4062957
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